OFFICIAL CONTEST RULES
The “Circa | Sports Survivor™” (hereinafter the “Contest”) is a promotional event in which registration for the Contest will begin at 12:00 PM on May 17,
2022 at the Golden Gate Hotel & Casino (1 Fremont St, Las Vegas, NV, 89101) and the D Las Vegas (301 Fremont St, Las Vegas, NV, 89101) and the
Circa Resort & Casino (8 Fremont Street, Las Vegas, NV 89101) and the Tuscany Suites & Casino (255 E. Flamingo Road, Las Vegas, NV 89169) and
The Pass at Water Street casino (140 S. Water Street, Henderson, NV 89015). All references to time of day refer to Las Vegas, NV, time.
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There is a $1,000 fee per entry. All entries are non-refundable unless the Contest is canceled under Rule 20. Entry fees may be paid via cash,
Golden Gate Hotel & Casino gaming chips, the D Las Vegas gaming chips, Circa Resort & Casino gaming chips, or credit cards. Entries paid
via credit card will be subject to a credit card processing fee.
All entrants and proxies must be at least 21 years of age to participate. Entrants must provide valid government picture identification prior to
entry. All submitted entries are subject to potential 3rd party verification. All entrants must also be a current member of “Club One”. The Club
One card is free and available at the Golden Gate Hotel & Casino, the D Las Vegas, or the Circa Resort & Casino Players’ Clubs or
sportsbooks, and at the Tuscany Suites & Casino and The Pass at Water Street casino sportsbooks operated by Circa | Sports™.
Entrants may purchase a maximum of six (6) entries per person. Purchasing more than six (6) entries will result in disqualification from the
Contest without refund. Entrants who have multiple entries earning prizes will be paid for each entry’s corresponding prize dollar amount.
a. Entrants may purchase up to six (6) additional entries before the Saturday, September 10, 2022 2:00 PM deadline IF the entrant
original entry(s) lost on the opening Thursday Night Football game on September 8th (examples: if an entrant purchased six (6)
entries and lost all 6 entries on the opening Thursday Night Football game, the entrant would have the ability to purchase up to six
(6) additional entries; if an entrant purchased (6) entries and lost three (3) on the opening Thursday Night Football game, the entrant
would have the ability to purchase up to three (3) additional entries, etc.).
b. When repurchasing additional entries, an entrant must show a Circa Sports team member their current contest card and after
verifying how many active entries an entrant has left the Circa Sports team member will then sign the entrant up for the new
requested number of entries with a different and separate alias from the original signup.
c. An entrant cannot go into Saturday’s signup deadline with more than six (6) active entries otherwise it will result in disqualification
from the Contest without refund.
Circa | Sports reserves the right to reject any submitted alias for any reason at any time. If Circa | Sports decides to change an alias after the
sign-up process is completed, Circa | Sports will make a reasonable effort to contact the entrant and give an opportunity to provide an
acceptable alias. In the event no acceptable alias can be provided, the Contest ID number will be the official name of the entry and that ID
number will be displayed in all official standings and/or prize documents.
Payment of entry fees, which must accompany registration for the Contest, begins at the Golden Gate Hotel & Casino, the D Las Vegas, Circa
Resort & Casino, Tuscany Suites & Casino, or The Pass at Water Street casino at 12:00 PM on May 17th, 2022. Contest registration and Entry
payment paperwork will no longer be accepted after 2:00 PM on Saturday, September 10, 2022.
The Contest is won by being the last remaining entrant with a correct selection during the NFL season. Losing weekly selections will cause an
entry to be eliminated from the Contest. Weekly selections will be made on teams to win without the use of a point spread. Entrants may only
pick each professional football team one (1) time throughout the duration of the Contest (example: an entrant selects Team A to win during
Contest Week 1 of the professional football season. Team A will no longer be available for selection for the duration of the Contest).
a. Weekly selections shall be graded as a loss if the selected team ends their game in a tie.
There will be up to 20 selections made by each entry for this Contest. For Contest purposes, Thanksgiving Day (November 24, 2022)
and Christmas Week (December 25, 2022 & December 26, 2022) will be its own independent “Contest Week”. The other 18 “Contest
Weeks” will otherwise correspond with the NFL regular season schedule.
Entries that have previously selected all 6 Thanksgiving Day teams and are therefore unable to select any of the teams playing on
Thanksgiving Day will be eliminated at the conclusion of the Thanksgiving Day “Contest Week”.
Entries that have previously selected all 8 Christmas Week teams and are therefore unable to select any of the teams playing on
Christmas Week will be eliminated at the conclusion of the Christmas “Contest Week”.
a. “Christmas Week” is defined as games scheduled to be played on Sunday, December 25, 2022 & December 26, 2022. Thus, an
entrant would need to select from the teams (Green Bay Packers, Miami Dolphins, Denver Broncos, Los Angeles Rams, Tampa Bay
Buccaneers, or Arizona Cardinals) scheduled to be playing on Sunday, December 25, 2022, or from the teams (Los Angeles
Chargers or Indianapolis Colts) scheduled to be playing on Monday, December 26, 2022.
Entrants with multiple entries may make contradictory selections across their multiple selections. Each entry will be treated as an independent
entity for all selections and the determination of prizes.
Solely for Contest purposes, all games are “action” despite any change in a game’s location. If a game deviates from its originally scheduled
time and location, the game must be completed by 1:59 AM on Wednesday of the Contest Week in order for it to be applied towards Contest
standings. Games that are not completed within the “Contest Week” will be graded a loss for the Contest and the entry will be eliminated. A
“Contest Week” shall mean seven (7) consecutive calendar days starting on Wednesday at 2:00 AM and ending on the following Wednesday
at 1:59 AM, with the exception of the Contest Week that includes Thanksgiving Day and Christmas Week and the Contest Week that
immediately follows. The Contest Week that includes Thanksgiving Day will begin at 2:00 AM on Tuesday, November 22, 2022, and end at
1:59 AM on Friday, November 25, 2022. The Contest Week that immediately follows will begin at 2:00 AM on Friday, November 25, 2022, and
end at 1:59 AM on Tuesday, November 29. The Contest Week that includes Christmas Week will begin at 2:00 AM on Tuesday, December
20, 2022, and end at 11:59 PM on Saturday, December 24, 2022. The Contest Week that immediately follows will begin at 12:00 AM on
Sunday, December 25, 2022, and end at 1:59 AM on Tuesday, December 27.
a. If the National Football League (“NFL”) awards a win and a loss for a game before the Contest Week ends and without the game
being played (as in the case of a forfeit), any selections for the winning team as deemed by the NFL will advance to the next Contest
Week. Subsequently, any selections for the losing team as deemed by the NFL will be eliminated from the Contest.
The selection window will begin at 10:00 AM on Wednesday of each Contest Week except for the Contest Week immediately following
Thanksgiving Day. The Contest Week’s selection window following Thanksgiving Day will begin at 10:00 AM on Friday, November 25, 2022.
The deadline for selections is 4:00 PM on Saturday of each Contest Week except for the Contest Week that includes Thanksgiving
Day. That Contest Week’s selection deadline is 10:00 PM on Wednesday, November 23, 2022. Attempts to make selections after
these Contest Week selection deadlines will not be accepted. Before a Contest winner is determined, any entry of the Contest that
does not make a selection for a Contest Week prior to that Contest Week’s deadline will be eliminated.
The selection window will begin at 10:00 AM on Wednesday of each Contest Week except for the Contest Week immediately following
Christmas Week. The Contest Week’s selection window following Christmas Week will begin at 12:00 AM on Sunday, December 25, 2022.
The deadline for selections is 4:00 PM on Saturday of each Contest Week except for the Contest Week that includes Christmas
Week. That Contest Week’s selection deadline is 10:00 PM on Friday, December 23, 2022. Attempts to make selections after these
Contest Week selection deadlines will not be accepted. Before a Contest winner is determined, any entry of the Contest that does
not make a selection for a Contest Week prior to that Contest Week’s deadline will be eliminated.
a. The Contest Week’s selection window following Christmas Week will begin at 12:00 AM on Sunday, December 25, 2022. That
Contest Week’s selection deadline is 9:00 AM on Sunday, December 25, 2022.
Each entrant may authorize up to three (3) proxies to submit their weekly selections. Proxies must be registered in-person at the casino and
must satisfy the same ID requirements under Rule 2. Circa | Sports does not officially endorse or recommend any proxy or proxy service and
shall not be involved in any proxy agreement under any circumstance. Furthermore, all entrants assume sole liability of submitting their weekly
selections, whether a proxy is registered or not. Circa | Sports will under no circumstances mediate between any entrant and any proxy.
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Saturday). Selections may be made via a Circa | Sports betting window (requires the use of the Circa | Sports Contest card), a Circa | Sports
kiosk (requires the use of the Circa | Sports Contest card), or the Circa | Sports mobile app (by logging into the Circa | Sports mobile and
entering their Circa | Sports Contest card ID and password). Entrants/proxies must be within the geographic boundary of the State of Nevada
to make mobile selections via the Circa | Sports mobile app. Circa | Sports is not responsible for any technical difficulties, malfunctions,
or any other unforeseen issues regarding use of the Circa | Sports mobile app platform. Technical malfunctions to the Circa | Sports
mobile app will not change the selections deadline under any circumstances.
a. Additionally, Circa | Sports is not responsible for any software issues. Entrants and proxies are fully responsible for
knowing what teams he or she or their entrant has used in prior weeks and should the software for whatever reason allow
an entrant and/or proxy to choose a team the entrant and/or proxy has previously used, then the entrant and Official
Contestant, who is the registered person on the Contest entry form, shall be disqualified from the Contest effective
immediately once the Contest Week the selection was made in ends. No exceptions will be made to this rule.
By signing a Contest entry form, an entrant designates themselves as an “Official Contestant” and the only one approved to collect any prize
of any kind. Proxies are not eligible to collect any prize or monies for an entrant.
Circa | Sports will provide each entrant with a receipt once a selection has been made. Selection receipts at Circa | Sports kiosks and betting
windows will be a physical ticket reflecting the selections made, and such receipts represent the official entry of record for the entrant’s weekly
selections. Receipts on the Circa | Sports mobile app will be in the form of a digital confirmation screen (complete with unique identifying
confirmation code which is a 12-digit electronic ticket serial number) reflecting selections made, and such receipts represent the official entry
of record for the entrant’s weekly selections. Entrants are encouraged to screenshot the confirmation screen when it appears just after
selection submission through the app which will have the 12-digit ETSN number. No other documents provided by Circa | Sports shall be
considered official record of weekly selections.
Entrants may only submit weekly selections once per week per Contest entry, unless a one-time exception is granted by Circa | Sports
management in its sole and absolute discretion. Entrants/proxies cannot request voids or changes to weekly selections after the 4:00 PM
Saturday deadline or after the entrant’s selected game has begun.
Prize Structure:
a. The Contest prize will consist of a guaranteed $6 million. The prize pool will be funded with Contest entry fees and supplemented by
Circa | Sports should the number of entries be less than 6,000. All prize payouts will be made in cash, check, casino chips, free slot
play, table games promo chips, or a combination thereof, at the winner’s election.
b. Should the number of entries total more than 6,000, all additional entry fees will be added into the Contest prize.
c. At the conclusion of each Contest Week, all entrants with an incorrect selection are eliminated. The Contest proceeds or the Contest
Winner(s) is/are then determined as follows:
i. If more than one entry remains and at least one Contest Week remains, all remaining entries continue to the next Contest
Week.
ii. If exactly one entry remains, that entry is determined the Contest Winner, regardless of the Contest Week in which this
occurs. If at least one Contest Week remains the Contest continues only with respect to the Undefeated Bonus Prize (see
Rule 19d).
iii. If zero entries remain, the Contest ends and the prize pool will be split equally among all entries that successfully
submitted a selection in the Contest Week that is concluding, regardless of the Contest Week in which this occurs.
iv. If more than one entry remains but no Contest Weeks remain, the Contest will end and the prize will be split equally
among all entries that successfully submitted a selection in the final Contest Week.
d. Undefeated Bonus Prize
i. To be ELIGIBLE for the Undefeated Bonus Prize, an entrant MUST NOT select BOTH the Los Angeles Rams and
the Cincinnati Bengals in ANY week of the Contest, which is defined as Weeks 1-18 of the NFL Regular Season
Schedule in addition to the special Thanksgiving and Christmas Weeks. Entries that have previously selected
either one of these teams at any point during the Contest are ineligible to compete and earn the Undefeated
Bonus Prize.
1. If an entrant decides to use either the Los Angeles Rams or the Cincinnati Bengals in any week of the Contest
season, while not eligible for the Undefeated Bonus Prize, they still remain eligible for the regular Contest prize.
ii. If an entry provides a correct selection for all 20 possible Contest Weeks and does not use both the Los Angeles Rams
and the Cincinnati Bengals in any week of the Contest season, that entry will earn the guaranteed Undefeated Bonus
Prize of $1,000,000 in addition to the regular prize pool.
iii. If multiple entries provide correct selections for all 20 possible Contest Weeks and do not use both the Los Angeles Rams
and the Cincinnati Bengals in any week of the Contest season, both the prize pool and Undefeated Bonus Prize of
$1,000,000 will be split equally among those entries.
iv. If the NFL season is shortened for any reason, or there are not 20 complete Contest Weeks as defined by Circa | Sports
management and these Rules, the Undefeated Bonus Prize will not be awarded.
The Contest will be considered official after Week 8 of the 2022 NFL football season. If the NFL season does not run at least eight (8) weeks,
all Contest entry fees will be refunded. If the NFL season is not completed as scheduled, but lasts eight (8) weeks or more, all remaining
entries will split the prize. If material technical difficulties or other Acts of God circumstances prevent the Contest from being completed after
week 8, the Contest will still be action.
a. If the NFL season is suspended (but not outright canceled), the Contest will be suspended until the season resumes. If 90 days
pass with no NFL game being completed, the Contest will end and entry fees will either be refunded (if before Week 8) or prizes will
be awarded to remaining entries (if during or after the beginning of Week 8).
All Circa | Sports™ House Rules shall also apply to this Contest, unless otherwise stated in these rules.
Circa | Sports reserves the right to refuse entry to any person in Circa | Sports management’s sole and absolute discretion. Individ uals who
are listed on the Excluded Persons List issued by the Nevada Gaming Control Board or any other exclusion list, shall not be eligible to
participate in the Contest or win any prizes or monies. Additionally, Circa | Sports may cancel this Contest or refuse to ac cept any entry or
weekly selection if there are concerns that any rule, regulation, or law that may govern this Contest may be violated.
Circa | Sports will make a reasonable effort to find alternative, fair methods of accepting weekly selections in the event of a computer system
failure.
After the final Contest Winner(s) are posted, a five (5) day audit period will occur. Any disputes with the Contest and/or the results or prize
awards must be provided to Circa | Sports management in writing within such audit period. At the end of the five (5) day audit period, the
Contest results will be declared official and final, and payouts will be awarded. In the event of any dispute, Circa | Sports management’s
decision will be final.
a. All Contest payouts must be collected in person within 365 days from the time payouts commence at the respective casino property
the entrant signed up at. If an entrant fails to collect in person any prize or monies awarded to them after this 365-day period, Circa
Sports Management will mail a check to the last address of residence listed on the Contest Entry form after exhausting all efforts
(phone, text, email, etc.) to contact the official entrant.
No employee of Circa | Sports, no Director or above nor Accounting, Audit, Casino Hosts, Compliance, Finance, IT, Security, or Surveillance
personnel from the Golden Gate Hotel & Casino, the D Las Vegas, the Circa Resort & Casino, or personnel from the Downtown Las Vegas
Events Center may participate or serve as a proxy in the Contest.
All entrants authorize Circa | Sports, the D Las Vegas, the Golden Gate Hotel & Casino and Circa Resort & Casino unconditional and
unrestricted use of their likeness, image, and name in any marketing, promotional, or advertising materials free of any consi deration and/or
compensation. Circa | Sports holds sole and absolute discretion regarding the content of any promotional, advertising, marketing, or
announcement material regarding this Contest and any winners thereto.
All decisions regarding the interpretation of these Rules for the Contest are solely within the absolute discretion of Circa | Sports management,
whose decisions shall be final. Circa | Sports management reserves all rights and may modify the Contest for any reason.
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28. Any reasonable suspicion of fraud or otherwise dishonest conduct on behalf of an entrant may result in disqualification of that entrant from the
Contest without refund.

29. Rules for this Contest can be found by visiting circasports.com/survivor as of May 17th, 2022. By registering for the Contest, all entrants agree
to any updates to these Rules. All updated versions of these Rules will be available at the above web address as soon as they become active.
Entrants acknowledge that they will check the above web address regularly for updated versions of these Rules.
30. Circa | Sports, the D Las Vegas, the Golden Gate Hotel & Casino, Circa Resort & Casino, and our satellite books encourage you to
gamble responsibly. For problem gambling information and assistance, call the 24-hour confidential Problem Gambling Help Line at
1 (800) 522-4700 or visit www.WhenTheFunStops.org.
31. The Golden Gate Hotel & Casino, the D Las Vegas, and Circa Resort & Casino are each the gaming licensee; Circa | Sports is solely the
brand name of each licensee’s sportsbook. The Golden Gate Hotel & Casino is the operator and licensee for our outstation books as well as
our two satellite books: Tuscany Suites & Casino and The Pass at Water Street casino.
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